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“Provided confidence and impetus to make the conversations happen in the organisation re independent 
pharmacist prescribing.” 
Hospital pharmacist prescriber 
 
“Very worthwhile as never prescribed after qualifying so massively improved confidence and motivation to 
pursue this pathway.” 
Primary care prescriber 
 
“Can’t recommend highly enough. Fantastic networking, learning, sharing and so many resources I wasn’t 
aware of.” 
Primary care pharmacist prescriber 
 
“This course has been so useful for people who need a confidence boost, to network with other prescribers 
and get the skills required to be a prescriber again.” 
Hospital prescriber 
 
“The interactive nature of the event made it thoroughly enjoyable and aided learning. Very thought 
provoking and prompts you to go away and further your learning.” 
Community pharmacist prescriber 
 
“This was an excellent course and I would definitely recommend it to anyone wanting to return to 
prescribing. In my role as a prison pharmacist I am very isolated. I have been able to network with other 
pharmacists from many areas of the pharmacy world to gain encouragement and ideas on taking forward 
my prescribing. Without this my supplementary prescribing would have no doubt remained dormant.” 
Prison pharmacist prescriber 
 
“The course has been excellent for giving me the tools to ensure I am fit for practice and able to provide 
new services. Really inspiring and given me loads of enthusiasm to move forward. Networks developed will 
no doubt be invaluable. Brilliant tutor, reflective manner, excellent, encouraging of feedback makes 
everyone feel included.” 
Primary care prescriber 
 
“A thoroughly enjoyable course that has encouraged me to think about where I am currently in terms of 
prescribing, but also in other areas, such as my leadership, interaction with my colleagues and my 
interaction with patients. The course has identified a journey that I need to go on to develop my prescribing 
and has equipped me with a list of resources to further develop my prescribing practice and career in 
general.” 
Hospital prescriber 
 
“Very good course. Well designed and really well taught. Thank you so much for the opportunity – this has 
been the trigger to get me prescribing again!” 
Primary care prescriber 
 
“Thank you. The course has given me the confidence to prescribe. I was very anxious beforehand.” 
Community pharmacist prescriber 
 
“The facilitators were experienced, understanding and very competent.” 
Hospital prescriber 
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